1. Quarantine Gaming by Kevin Dalton
   Stuck at home in quarantine, four friends connect and socialize while playing competitive video games.

2. Easter Weekend During a Pandemic by Romy Bernard
   A father teaches his daughter how to make Easter dinner through social the limitation of Covid-19.

3. My Life in Quarantine by Elliot Garza
   In this short documentary I create a video diary of my time in quarantine, intercutting found footage of the pandemic with footage of my own experiences while in isolation.

4. The New Normal by Naomi Brady
   A portrait of my family during the quarantine.

5. OCD During a Pandemic by Elizabeth Sanchez
   During the outset of the Coronavirus, a family with a history of OCD and hoarding are forced to confront their behaviors and mental illnesses.

6. A Recording by Jesslyn Lye
   A short video essay about quarantining and anxiety in Singapore.

7. Viral Music by Jonathon Broughton
   Follow dark-wave synth band Urban Heat as they experiment with ways to connect to audiences and release new music in hopes of it going viral during an unprecedented time of disconnectedness.

8. Out of Stock by Cecilia Ibarra
   A Short Documentary exploring the reality of a small business in the Rio Grande Valley, after the coronavirus outbreak, featuring exclusive interview with Supermercados Morelos CFO Armando Ibarra.